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Globally recognized and backed by the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) and the (ISC)2 the CCSP credential is the ideal
way to match marketability and credibility to your cloud security skill set. The Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CCSPSM CBK
Second Edition is your ticket for expert insight through the 6 CCSP domains. You will find step-by-step guidance through
real-life scenarios, illustrated examples, tables, best practices, and more. This Second Edition features clearer diagrams
as well as refined explanations based on extensive expert feedback. Sample questions help you reinforce what you have
learned and prepare smarter. Numerous illustrated examples and tables are included to demonstrate concepts,
frameworks and real-life scenarios. The book offers step-by-step guidance through each of CCSP’s domains, including
best practices and techniques used by the world's most experienced practitioners. Developed by (ISC)2, endorsed by the
Cloud Security Alliance® (CSA) and compiled and reviewed by cloud security experts across the world, this book brings
together a global, thorough perspective. The Official (ISC)2 Guide to the CCSP CBK should be utilized as your
fundamental study tool in preparation for the CCSP exam and provides a comprehensive reference that will serve you for
years to come.
The ubiquity of modern technologies has allowed for increased connectivity between people and devices across the
globe. This connected infrastructure of networks creates numerous opportunities for applications and uses. The Internet
of Things: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice is an authoritative reference source for the latest academic material
on the interconnectivity of networks and devices in the digital era and examines best practices for integrating this
advanced connectivity across multiple fields. Featuring extensive coverage on innovative perspectives, such as secure
computing, regulatory standards, and trust management, this book is ideally designed for engineers, researchers,
professionals, graduate students, and practitioners seeking scholarly insights on the Internet of Things.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Future Access
Enablers for Ubiquitous and Intelligent Infrastructures, FABULOUS 2021, held in May 2021. Due to COVID-19 pandemic
the conference was held virtually. This year’s conference topic covers security of innovative services and infrastructure
in traffic, transport and logistic ecosystems. The 30 revised full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 60
submissions. The papers are organized in thematic sessions on: Internet of things and smart city; smart environment
applications; information and communications technology; smart health applications; sustainable communications and
computing infrastructures.
Cloud Computing Basics covers the main aspects of this fast moving technology so that both practitioners and students
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will be able to understand cloud computing. The author highlights the key aspects of this technology that a potential user
might want to investigate before deciding to adopt this service. This book explains how cloud services can be used to
augment existing services such as storage, backup and recovery. Addressing the details on how cloud security works
and what the users must be prepared for when they move their data to the cloud. Also this book discusses how
businesses could prepare for compliance with the laws as well as industry standards such as the Payment Card Industry.
Get practical tools and guidance for financial controllership you can put to immediate use The Controller’s Toolkit
delivers a one-of-a-kind collection of templates, checklists, review sheets, internal controls, policies, and procedures that
will form a solid foundation for any new or established financial controller. You’ll get the tools and information you need
to master areas like business ethics, corporate governance, regulatory compliance, risk management, security, IT
processes, and financial operations. All of the tools contained in this indispensable book were recommended by
corporate and business unit controllers from small to medium-sized companies and large, multinational firms. You will
benefit from master-level guidance in areas like: Ethics, Codes of Conduct, and the “Tone at the Top” to support ethical
behavior The operational and financial aspects of corporate governance The importance of the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission Framework The requirement for entity-level controls The importance of
linking the business plan with the budget process The Controller’s Toolkit also belongs on the bookshelves of finance
and accounting students, executives, and managers who wish to know more about the often-complex world of financial
controls.
This book analyzes the latest advances in privacy, security and risk technologies within cloud environments. With
contributions from leading experts, the text presents both a solid overview of the field and novel, cutting-edge research. A
Glossary is also included at the end of the book. Topics and features: considers the various forensic challenges for legal
access to data in a cloud computing environment; discusses privacy impact assessments for the cloud, and examines the
use of cloud audits to attenuate cloud security problems; reviews conceptual issues, basic requirements and practical
suggestions for provisioning dynamically configured access control services in the cloud; proposes scoped invariants as
a primitive for analyzing a cloud server for its integrity properties; investigates the applicability of existing controls for
mitigating information security risks to cloud computing environments; describes risk management for cloud computing
from an enterprise perspective.
Powerful Earthquake Triggers Tsunami in Pacific. Hurricane Isaac Makes Landfall in the Gulf Coast. Wildfires Burn
Hundreds of Houses and Businesses in Colorado. Tornado Touches Down in Missouri. These headlines not only have
caught the attention of people around the world, they have had a significant effect on IT professionals as well. The new
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2nd Edition of Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery for IT Professionals gives you the most up-to-date planning
and risk management techniques for business continuity and disaster recovery (BCDR). With distributed networks,
increasing demands for confidentiality, integrity and availability of data, and the widespread risks to the security of
personal, confidential and sensitive data, no organization can afford to ignore the need for disaster planning. Author
Susan Snedaker shares her expertise with you, including the most current options for disaster recovery and
communication, BCDR for mobile devices, and the latest infrastructure considerations including cloud, virtualization,
clustering, and more. Snedaker also provides you with new case studies in several business areas, along with a review
of high availability and information security in healthcare IT. Don’t be caught off guard—Business Continuity and Disaster
Recovery for IT Professionals, 2nd Edition , is required reading for anyone in the IT field charged with keeping
information secure and systems up and running. Complete coverage of the 3 categories of disaster: natural hazards,
human-caused hazards, and accidental / technical hazards Extensive disaster planning and readiness checklists for IT
infrastructure, enterprise applications, servers and desktops Clear guidance on developing alternate work and computing
sites and emergency facilities Actionable advice on emergency readiness and response Up-to-date information on the
legal implications of data loss following a security breach or disaster
This IBM® Redbooks® publication is an IBM and Cisco collaboration that articulates how IBM and Cisco can bring the benefits of their
respective companies to the modern data center. It documents the architectures, solutions, and benefits that can be achieved by
implementing a data center based on IBM server, storage, and integrated systems, with the broader Cisco network. We describe how to
design a state-of-the art data center and networking infrastructure combining Cisco and IBM solutions. The objective is to provide a reference
guide for customers looking to build an infrastructure that is optimized for virtualization, is highly available, is interoperable, and is efficient in
terms of power and space consumption. It will explain the technologies used to build the infrastructure, provide use cases, and give guidance
on deployments.
As an information security professional, it is essential to stay current on the latest advances in technology and the effluence of security
threats. Candidates for the CISSP® certification need to demonstrate a thorough understanding of the eight domains of the CISSP Common
Body of Knowledge (CBK®), along with the ability to apply this indepth knowledge to daily practices. Recognized as one of the best tools
available for security professionals, specifically for the candidate who is striving to become a CISSP, the Official (ISC)²® Guide to the
CISSP® CBK®, Fourth Edition is both up-to-date and relevant. Reflecting the significant changes in the CISSP CBK, this book provides a
comprehensive guide to the eight domains. Numerous illustrated examples and practical exercises are included in this book to demonstrate
concepts and real-life scenarios. Endorsed by (ISC)² and compiled and reviewed by CISSPs and industry luminaries around the world, this
textbook provides unrivaled preparation for the certification exam and is a reference that will serve you well into your career. Earning your
CISSP is a respected achievement that validates your knowledge, skills, and experience in building and managing the security posture of
your organization and provides you with membership to an elite network of professionals worldwide.
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You may regard cloud computing as an ideal way for your company to control IT costs, but do you know how private and secure this service
really is? Not many people do. With Cloud Security and Privacy, you'll learn what's at stake when you trust your data to the cloud, and what
you can do to keep your virtual infrastructure and web applications secure. Ideal for IT staffers, information security and privacy practitioners,
business managers, service providers, and investors alike, this book offers you sound advice from three well-known authorities in the tech
security world. You'll learn detailed information on cloud computing security that-until now-has been sorely lacking. Review the current state
of data security and storage in the cloud, including confidentiality, integrity, and availability Learn about the identity and access management
(IAM) practice for authentication, authorization, and auditing of the users accessing cloud services Discover which security management
frameworks and standards are relevant for the cloud Understand the privacy aspects you need to consider in the cloud, including how they
compare with traditional computing models Learn the importance of audit and compliance functions within the cloud, and the various
standards and frameworks to consider Examine security delivered as a service-a different facet of cloud security
The ultimate CISA prep guide, with practice exams Sybex's CISA: Certified Information Systems Auditor Study Guide, Fourth Edition is the
newest edition of industry-leading study guide for the Certified Information System Auditor exam, fully updated to align with the latest ISACA
standards and changes in IS auditing. This new edition provides complete guidance toward all content areas, tasks, and knowledge areas of
the exam and is illustrated with real-world examples. All CISA terminology has been revised to reflect the most recent interpretations,
including 73 definition and nomenclature changes. Each chapter summary highlights the most important topics on which you'll be tested, and
review questions help you gauge your understanding of the material. You also get access to electronic flashcards, practice exams, and the
Sybex test engine for comprehensively thorough preparation. For those who audit, control, monitor, and assess enterprise IT and business
systems, the CISA certification signals knowledge, skills, experience, and credibility that delivers value to a business. This study guide gives
you the advantage of detailed explanations from a real-world perspective, so you can go into the exam fully prepared. Discover how much
you already know by beginning with an assessment test Understand all content, knowledge, and tasks covered by the CISA exam Get more
in-depths explanation and demonstrations with an all-new training video Test your knowledge with the electronic test engine, flashcards,
review questions, and more The CISA certification has been a globally accepted standard of achievement among information systems audit,
control, and security professionals since 1978. If you're looking to acquire one of the top IS security credentials, CISA is the comprehensive
study guide you need.
The Framework focuses on using business drivers to guide cybersecurity activities and considering cybersecurity risks as part of the
organization’s risk management processes. The Framework consists of three parts: the Framework Core, the Implementation Tiers, and the
Framework Profiles. The Framework Core is a set of cybersecurity activities, outcomes, and informative references that are common across
sectors and critical infrastructure. Elements of the Core provide detailed guidance for developing individual organizational Profiles. Through
use of Profiles, the Framework will help an organization to align and prioritize its cybersecurity activities with its business/mission
requirements, risk tolerances, and resources. The Tiers provide a mechanism for organizations to view and understand the characteristics of
their approach to managing cybersecurity risk, which will help in prioritizing and achieving cybersecurity objectives.
"Rapid advances in financial technology are transforming the economic and financial landscape, offering wide-ranging opportunities while
raising potential risks. Fintech can support potential growth and poverty reduction by strengthening financial development, inclusion, and
efficiency—but it may pose risks to consumers and investors and, more broadly, to financial stability and integrity. National authorities are keen
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to foster fintech’s potential benefits and to mitigate its possible risks. Many international and regional groupings are now examining various
aspects of fintech, in line with their respective mandates. There have been calls for greater international cooperation and guidance about how
to address emerging issues, with some also cautioning against premature policy responses. In response to these calls from member
countries, the IMF and the World Bank staff have developed the Bali Fintech Agenda, summarized in Annex I of this paper. The Agenda
brings together and advances key issues for policymakers and the international community to consider as individual countries formulate their
policy approaches. It distills these considerations into 12 elements arising from the experiences of member countries. The Agenda offers a
framework for the consideration of high-level issues by individual member countries, including in their own domestic policy discussions. It
does not represent the work program of the IMF or the World Bank, nor does it aim to provide specific guidance or policy advice. The Agenda
will help guide the focus of IMF and World Bank staff in their work on fintech issues within their expertise and mandate, inform their dialogue
with national authorities, and help shape their contributions to the work of the standard-setting bodies and other relevant international
institutions on fintech issues. Implications for the work programs of the IMF and World Bank will be developed and presented to their
respective Executive Boards for guidance as the nature and scope of the membership’s needs––in response to the Bali Fintech
Agenda—become clearer."
"Drawing upon a wealth of experience from academia, industry, and government service, this book details and dissects current organizational
cybersecurity policy issues on a global scale. Using simple language, it includes a thorough description of each issue, lists pros and cons,
documents policy alternatives for the sake of clarity with respect to policy alone, and dives into organizational implementation issues. It also
equips the reader with descriptions of the impact of specific policy choices, both positive and negative. This book gives students, scholars,
and technical decision-makers the necessary knowledge of cybersecurity policy in order to make more informed decisions"--Provided by
publisher.
Use the guidance in this comprehensive field guide to gain the support of your top executives for aligning a rational cybersecurity plan with
your business. You will learn how to improve working relationships with stakeholders in complex digital businesses, IT, and development
environments. You will know how to prioritize your security program, and motivate and retain your team. Misalignment between security and
your business can start at the top at the C-suite or happen at the line of business, IT, development, or user level. It has a corrosive effect on
any security project it touches. But it does not have to be like this. Author Dan Blum presents valuable lessons learned from interviews with
over 70 security and business leaders. You will discover how to successfully solve issues related to: risk management, operational security,
privacy protection, hybrid cloud management, security culture and user awareness, and communication challenges. This book presents six
priority areas to focus on to maximize the effectiveness of your cybersecurity program: risk management, control baseline, security culture, IT
rationalization, access control, and cyber-resilience. Common challenges and good practices are provided for businesses of different types
and sizes. And more than 50 specific keys to alignment are included. What You Will Learn Improve your security culture: clarify securityrelated roles, communicate effectively to businesspeople, and hire, motivate, or retain outstanding security staff by creating a sense of
efficacy Develop a consistent accountability model, information risk taxonomy, and risk management framework Adopt a security and risk
governance model consistent with your business structure or culture, manage policy, and optimize security budgeting within the larger
business unit and CIO organization IT spend Tailor a control baseline to your organization’s maturity level, regulatory requirements, scale,
circumstances, and critical assets Help CIOs, Chief Digital Officers, and other executives to develop an IT strategy for curating cloud
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solutions and reducing shadow IT, building up DevSecOps and Disciplined Agile, and more Balance access control and accountability
approaches, leverage modern digital identity standards to improve digital relationships, and provide data governance and privacy-enhancing
capabilities Plan for cyber-resilience: work with the SOC, IT, business groups, and external sources to coordinate incident response and to
recover from outages and come back stronger Integrate your learnings from this book into a quick-hitting rational cybersecurity success plan
Who This Book Is For Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) and other heads of security, security directors and managers, security
architects and project leads, and other team members providing security leadership to your business
The Security Risk Assessment Handbook: A Complete Guide for Performing Security Risk Assessments provides detailed insight into
precisely how to conduct an information security risk assessment. Designed for security professionals and their customers who want a more
in-depth understanding of the risk assessment process, this volume contains real-wor
This paper highlights the emerging supervisory practices that contribute to effective cybersecurity risk supervision, with an emphasis on how
these practices can be adopted by those agencies that are at an early stage of developing a supervisory approach to strengthen cyber
resilience. Financial sector supervisory authorities the world over are working to establish and implement a framework for cyber risk
supervision. Cyber risk often stems from malicious intent, and a successful cyber attack—unlike most other sources of risk—can shut down a
supervised firm immediately and lead to systemwide disruptions and failures. The probability of attack has increased as financial systems
have become more reliant on information and communication technologies and as threats have continued to evolve.
Security practitioners must be able to build a cost-effective security program while at the same time meet the requirements of government
regulations. This book lays out these regulations in simple terms and explains how to use the control frameworks to build an effective
information security program and governance structure. It discusses how organizations can best ensure that the information is protected and
examines all positions from the board of directors to the end user, delineating the role each plays in protecting the security of the
organization.
Cyber-attacks on financial institutions and financial market infrastructures are becoming more common and more sophisticated. Risk
awareness has been increasing, firms actively manage cyber risk and invest in cybersecurity, and to some extent transfer and pool their risks
through cyber liability insurance policies. This paper considers the properties of cyber risk, discusses why the private market can fail to
provide the socially optimal level of cybersecurity, and explore how systemic cyber risk interacts with other financial stability risks.
Furthermore, this study examines the current regulatory frameworks and supervisory approaches, and identifies information asymmetries and
other inefficiencies that hamper the detection and management of systemic cyber risk. The paper concludes discussing policy measures that
can increase the resilience of the financial system to systemic cyber risk.
This book is a revised edition of the best selling title Implementing IT Governance (ISBN 978 90 8753 119 5).For trainers free additional
material of this book is available. This can be found under the "Training Material" tab. Log in with your trainer account to access the
material.In all enterprises around the world, the issues, opportunities and challenges of aligning IT more closely with the organization and
effectively governing an organization s IT investments, resources, major initiatives and superior uninterrupted service is becoming a major
concern of the Board and executive management. An integrated and comprehensive approach to the alignment, planning, execution and
governance of IT and its resources has become critical to more effectively align, integrate, invest, measure, deploy, service and sustain the
strategic and tactical direction and value proposition of IT in support of organizations.Much has been written and documented about the
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individual components of IT Governance such as strategic planning, demand management, program and project management, IT service
management, strategic sourcing and outsourcing, performance management, metrics, compliance and others. Much less has been written
about a comprehensive and integrated approach for IT/Business Alignment, Planning, Execution and Governance. This title fills that need in
the marketplace and offers readers structured and practical solutions using the best of the best practices available today. The book is divided
into two parts, which cover the three critical pillars necessary to develop, execute and sustain a robust and effective IT governance
environment:- Leadership, people, organization and strategy,- IT governance, its major component processes and enabling
technologies.Each of the chapters also covers one or more of the following action oriented topics: - the why and what of IT: strategic
planning, portfolio investment management, decision authority, etc.; - the how of IT: Program/Project Management, IT Service Management
(including ITIL); Strategic Sourcing and outsourcing; performance, risk and contingency management (including COBIT, the Balanced
Scorecard etc.) and leadership, team management and professional competences.
This book illustrates the importance of business impact analysis, which covers risk assessment, and moves towards better understanding of
the business environment, industry specific compliance, legal and regulatory landscape and the need for business continuity. The book
provides charts, checklists and flow diagrams that give the roadmap to collect, collate and analyze data, and give enterprise management the
entire mapping for controls that comprehensively covers all compliance that the enterprise is subject to have. The book helps professionals
build a control framework tailored for an enterprise that covers best practices and relevant standards applicable to the enterprise. Presents a
practical approach to assessing security, performance and business continuity needs of the enterprise Helps readers understand common
objectives for audit, compliance, internal/external audit and assurance. Demonstrates how to build a customized controls framework that
fulfills common audit criteria, business resilience needs and internal monitoring for effectiveness of controls Presents an Integrated Audit
approach to fulfill all compliance requirements
The only official CCSP practice test product endorsed by (ISC)2 With over 1,000 practice questions, this book gives you the opportunity to
test your level of understanding and gauge your readiness for the Certified Cloud Security Professional (CCSP) exam long before the big day.
These questions cover 100% of the CCSP exam domains, and include answers with full explanations to help you understand the reasoning
and approach for each. Logical organization by domain allows you to practice only the areas you need to bring you up to par, without wasting
precious time on topics you’ve already mastered. As the only official practice test product for the CCSP exam endorsed by (ISC)2, this
essential resource is your best bet for gaining a thorough understanding of the topic. It also illustrates the relative importance of each domain,
helping you plan your remaining study time so you can go into the exam fully confident in your knowledge. When you’re ready, two practice
exams allow you to simulate the exam day experience and apply your own test-taking strategies with domains given in proportion to the real
thing. The online learning environment and practice exams are the perfect way to prepare, and make your progress easy to track.
Welcome to the all-new second edition of Navigating the Digital Age. This edition brings together more than 50 leaders and visionaries from
business, science, technology, government, aca¬demia, cybersecurity, and law enforce¬ment. Each has contributed an exclusive chapter
designed to make us think in depth about the ramifications of this digi-tal world we are creating. Our purpose is to shed light on the vast
possibilities that digital technologies present for us, with an emphasis on solving the existential challenge of cybersecurity. An important focus
of the book is centered on doing business in the Digital Age-par¬ticularly around the need to foster a mu¬tual understanding between
technical and non-technical executives when it comes to the existential issues surrounding cybersecurity. This book has come together in
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three parts. In Part 1, we focus on the future of threat and risks. Part 2 emphasizes lessons from today's world, and Part 3 is designed to help
you ensure you are covered today. Each part has its own flavor and personal¬ity, reflective of its goals and purpose. Part 1 is a bit more
futuristic, Part 2 a bit more experiential, and Part 3 a bit more practical. How we work together, learn from our mistakes, deliver a secure and
safe digital future-those are the elements that make up the core thinking behind this book. We cannot afford to be complacent. Whether you
are a leader in business, government, or education, you should be knowledgeable, diligent, and action-oriented. It is our sincerest hope that
this book provides answers, ideas, and inspiration.If we fail on the cybersecurity front, we put all of our hopes and aspirations at risk. So we
start this book with a simple proposition: When it comes to cybersecurity, we must succeed.
Anyone trying to understand finance has to contend with the evolving and dynamic nature of the topic. Changes in economic conditions,
regulations, technology, competition, globalization, and other factors regularly impact the development of the field, but certain essential
concepts remain key to a good understanding. This book provides insights about the most important concepts in finance.
Agile continues to be the most adopted software development methodology among organizations worldwide, but it generally hasn't integrated
well with traditional security management techniques. And most security professionals aren’t up to speed in their understanding and
experience of agile development. To help bridge the divide between these two worlds, this practical guide introduces several security tools
and techniques adapted specifically to integrate with agile development. Written by security experts and agile veterans, this book begins by
introducing security principles to agile practitioners, and agile principles to security practitioners. The authors also reveal problems they
encountered in their own experiences with agile security, and how they worked to solve them. You’ll learn how to: Add security practices to
each stage of your existing development lifecycle Integrate security with planning, requirements, design, and at the code level Include
security testing as part of your team’s effort to deliver working software in each release Implement regulatory compliance in an agile or
DevOps environment Build an effective security program through a culture of empathy, openness, transparency, and collaboration
All the Knowledge You Need to Build Cybersecurity Programs and Policies That Work Clearly presents best practices, governance
frameworks, and key standards Includes focused coverage of healthcare, finance, and PCI DSS compliance An essential and invaluable
guide for leaders, managers, and technical professionals Today, cyberattacks can place entire organizations at risk. Cybersecurity can no
longer be delegated to specialists: success requires everyone to work together, from leaders on down. Developing Cybersecurity Programs
and Policies offers start-to-finish guidance for establishing effective cybersecurity in any organization. Drawing on more than 20 years of realworld experience, Omar Santos presents realistic best practices for defining policy and governance, ensuring compliance, and collaborating
to harden the entire organization. First, Santos shows how to develop workable cybersecurity policies and an effective framework for
governing them. Next, he addresses risk management, asset management, and data loss prevention, showing how to align functions from
HR to physical security. You’ll discover best practices for securing communications, operations, and access; acquiring, developing, and
maintaining technology; and responding to incidents. Santos concludes with detailed coverage of compliance in finance and healthcare, the
crucial Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) standard, and the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. Whatever your current
responsibilities, this guide will help you plan, manage, and lead cybersecurity–and safeguard all the assets that matter. Learn How To ·
Establish cybersecurity policies and governance that serve your organization’s needs · Integrate cybersecurity program components into a
coherent framework for action · Assess, prioritize, and manage security risk throughout the organization · Manage assets and prevent data
loss · Work with HR to address human factors in cybersecurity · Harden your facilities and physical environment · Design effective policies for
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securing communications, operations, and access · Strengthen security throughout the information systems lifecycle · Plan for quick, effective
incident response and ensure business continuity · Comply with rigorous regulations in finance and healthcare · Plan for PCI compliance to
safely process payments · Explore and apply the guidance provided by the NIST Cybersecurity Framework
Pass the Certified Information Systems Security Professional Exam with our all-new set of practice exams designed to simulate the latest
exam version Key Features Get ready to take the CISSP exam with the help of practice questions covering all concepts tested in the exam
Discover and fill the gaps in your knowledge with detailed explanations of answers Take two full practice exams that simulate CISSP version
May 2021 Book Description The CISSP exam is for security professionals who understand that poor security can put a company out of
business. The exam covers eight important security domains - risk management, security architecture, data security, network security,
identity management, auditing, security operations, and software development security. Designed to cover all the concepts tested in the
CISSP exam, CISSP (ISC)2 Certification Practice Exams and Tests will assess your knowledge of information security and introduce you to
the tools you need to master to pass the CISSP exam (version May 2021). With more than 100 questions for every CISSP domain, this book
will test your understanding and fill the gaps in your knowledge with the help of descriptive answers and detailed explanations. You'll also find
two complete practice exams that simulate the real CISSP exam, along with answers. By the end of this book, you'll be ready to take and
pass the (ISC)2 CISSP exam and achieve the Certified Information Systems Security Professional certification putting you in the position to
build a career as a security engineer, security manager, or chief information security officer (CISO) What you will learn Understand key
principles of security, risk management, and asset security Become well-versed with topics focused on the security architecture and
engineering domain Test your knowledge of IAM and communication using practice questions Study the concepts of security assessment,
testing, and operations Find out which security controls are applied in software development security Find out how you can advance your
career by acquiring this gold-standard certification Who this book is for This book is for existing and aspiring security professionals, security
engineers, security managers, and security experts who want to validate their skills and enhance their careers by passing the CISSP 2021
exam. Prior experience working in at least two of the CISSP security domains will be beneficial.
CERT® Resilience Management Model (CERT-RMM) is an innovative and transformative way to manage operational resilience in complex,
risk-evolving environments. CERT-RMM distills years of research into best practices for managing the security and survivability of people,
information, technology, and facilities. It integrates these best practices into a unified, capability-focused maturity model that encompasses
security, business continuity, and IT operations. By using CERT-RMM, organizations can escape silo-driven approaches to managing
operational risk and align to achieve strategic resilience management goals. This book both introduces CERT-RMM and presents the model
in its entirety. It begins with essential background for all professionals, whether they have previously used process improvement models or
not. Next, it explains CERT-RMM’s Generic Goals and Practices and discusses various approaches for using the model. Short essays by a
number of contributors illustrate how CERT-RMM can be applied for different purposes or can be used to improve an existing program.
Finally, the book provides a complete baseline understanding of all 26 process areas included in CERT-RMM. Part One summarizes the
value of a process improvement approach to managing resilience, explains CERT-RMM’s conventions and core principles, describes the
model architecturally, and shows how itsupports relationships tightly linked to your objectives. Part Two focuses on using CERT-RMM to
establish a foundation for sustaining operational resilience management processes in complex environments where risks rapidly emerge and
change. Part Three details all 26 CERT-RMM process areas, from asset definition through vulnerability resolution. For each, complete
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descriptions of goals and practices are presented, with realistic examples. Part Four contains appendices, including Targeted Improvement
Roadmaps, a glossary, and other reference materials. This book will be valuable to anyone seeking to improve the mission assurance of highvalue services, including leaders of large enterprise or organizational units, security or business continuity specialists, managers of large IT
operations, and those using methodologies such as ISO 27000, COBIT, ITIL, or CMMI.

Know how to design and use identity management to protect your application and the data it manages. At a time when security
breaches result in increasingly onerous penalties, it is paramount that application developers and owners understand identity
management and the value it provides when building applications. This book takes you from account provisioning to authentication
to authorization, and covers troubleshooting and common problems to avoid. The authors include predictions about why this will
be even more important in the future. Application best practices with coding samples are provided. Solving Identity and Access
Management in Modern Applications gives you what you need to design identity and access management for your applications
and to describe it to stakeholders with confidence. You will be able to explain account creation, session and access management,
account termination, and more. What You’ll Learn Understand key identity management concepts Incorporate essential design
principles Design authentication and access control for a modern application Know the identity management frameworks and
protocols used today (OIDC/ OAuth 2.0, SAML 2.0) Review historical failures and know how to avoid them Who This Book Is For
Developers, enterprise or application architects, business application or product owners, and anyone involved in an application's
identity management solution
The Basics of IT Audit: Purposes, Processes, and Practical Information provides you with a thorough, yet concise overview of IT
auditing. Packed with specific examples, this book gives insight into the auditing process and explains regulations and standards
such as the ISO-27000, series program, CoBIT, ITIL, Sarbanes-Oxley, and HIPPA. IT auditing occurs in some form in virtually
every organization, private or public, large or small. The large number and wide variety of laws, regulations, policies, and industry
standards that call for IT auditing make it hard for organizations to consistently and effectively prepare for, conduct, and respond to
the results of audits, or to comply with audit requirements. This guide provides you with all the necessary information if you're
preparing for an IT audit, participating in an IT audit or responding to an IT audit. Provides a concise treatment of IT auditing,
allowing you to prepare for, participate in, and respond to the results Discusses the pros and cons of doing internal and external IT
audits, including the benefits and potential drawbacks of each Covers the basics of complex regulations and standards, such as
Sarbanes-Oxley, SEC (public companies), HIPAA, and FFIEC Includes most methods and frameworks, including GAAS, COSO,
COBIT, ITIL, ISO (27000), and FISCAM
In all enterprises around the world, the issues, opportunities and challenges of aligning IT more closely with the organization and
effectively governing an organizations IT investments, resources, major initiatives and superior uninterrupted service is becoming
a major concern of the Board and executive management. An integrated and comprehensive approach to the alignment, planning,
execution and governance of IT and its resources has become critical to more effectively align, integrate, invest, measure, deploy,
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service and sustain the strategic and tactical direction and value proposition of IT in support of organizations. Much has been
written and documented about the individual components of IT Governance such as strategic planning, demand management,
program and project management, IT service management, strategic sourcing and outsourcing, performance management,
metrics, compliance and others. Much less has been written about a comprehensive and integrated approach
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook may not provide access to the practice test software that
accompanies the print book. Learn, prepare, and practice for CISA exam success with this Cert Guide from Pearson IT
Certification, a leader in IT certification learning. Master CISA exam topics Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes
Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) Cert Guide is a best-of-breed
exam study guide. World-renowned enterprise IT security leaders Michael Gregg and Rob Johnson share preparation hints and
test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material
is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics. The book presents you
with an organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make
referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Review
questions help you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation chapter guides you through tools and resources to help you
craft your final study plan. Well-regarded for its level of detail, assessment features, and challenging review questions and
exercises, this study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will allow you to succeed on the exam the first time.
The study guide helps you master all the topics on the CISA exam, including: Essential information systems audit techniques,
skills, and standards IT governance, management/control frameworks, and process optimization Maintaining critical services:
business continuity and disaster recovery Acquiring information systems: build-or-buy, project management, and development
methodologies Auditing and understanding system controls System maintenance and service management, including frameworks
and networking infrastructure Asset protection via layered administrative, physical, and technical controls Insider and outsider
asset threats: response and management
Part 2 of 2 Today we are releasing Version 2 of the CFPB Supervision and Examination Manual, the guide our examiners use in
overseeing companies that provide consumer financial products and services. Our manual, originally released in October 2011,
describes how the CFPB supervises and examines these providers and gives our examiners direction on how to determine if
companies are complying with consumer financial protection laws. We updated the supervision manual to reflect the renumbering
of the consumer financial protection regulations for which the CFPB is responsible. The numbering conventions in the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) allow the reader to easily identify which regulations fall under a particular agency's responsibility. The
renumbering incorporated throughout the manual reflects the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 transfer of rulemaking responsibility for
many consumer financial protection regulations from other Federal agencies to the CFPB. In December 2011, the CFPB published
its renumbered regulations in the Federal Register. The renumbered regulations also included certain technical changes but no
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substantive changes. The CFPB's renumbering reflects the codification of its regulations in Title 12 (Banks and Banking), Chapter
X (Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection) of the CFR. For example, before July 21, 2011, the Federal Reserve had rulemaking
authority for the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, which was codified in Title 12, Chapter II (Federal Reserve System), Part 203.
The CFPB's implementing regulation for the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act is now codified in Title 12, Chapter X, Part 1003.
With the growing volume of cyberattacks, it is important to ensure you are protected. This handbook will help you to identify
potential cybersecurity risks, take steps to lessen those risks, and better respond in the event of an attack. It addresses the current
overarching threat, describes how the technology works, outlines key legal requirements and ethical issues, and highlights special
considerations for lawyers and practitioners of all types.
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